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Installation of IRIS on the Computer 

To install the software make a directory on disk c: (or d:) called IRIS (or another 

name) and extract all files from IRIS.ZIP archive file to the created directory.  

Create a separate directory, e.g. D:\IRIS\LIBS , for the files of spectral libraries. 

Copy (or extract) all available libraries to it. 

To start the program in Windows environment first start the explorer, choose the 

corresponding drive, and then the directory where the program file is. The pro-

gram can be started by double clicking with the mouse on the file icon. When the 

program is started for the first time, select menu item OPTION, select page FILES 

AND DIRECTORIES, and set the LIBRARIES ’ DIRECTORY edit box to this directory, i.e. 

D:\IRIS\LIBS .  

 

Because IRIS is a 16 bit Windows program, it shows some inconveniencies by 

working on 32 bit Windows versions.  

 

Application Overview 
 

IRIS is a program designed for searching in infrared spectral libraries and inter-

pretation of infrared spectra. It is a user friendly menu driven program working in 

Microsoft Windows environment. 

The program can perform the following operations:  

• loading an unknown or a library spectrum in one of the three available buffers; 

The JCAMP-DX file format can also be used to import spectra; 
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• viewing of full or zoomed spectra in absorbance or transmittance units, peak 

tables, and the corresponding compounds' structures;  

• peak search using three algorithms: forward, reverse, and scalar product.  

• full spectral search applying four algorithms: sum of squared differences, sum 

of absolute value differences, scalar product, and correlation coefficient;  

• search for a given compound's chemical name;  

• interactive analysis of spectra of mixtures with the aid of multilinear regres-

sion, and subsequent graphic representation of the results;  

• peak-picking from a spectral curve of an unknown spectrum, as well as creat-

ing of peak table file from a spectral library one;  

• printing of the active spectrum or search results;  

• classification of IR spectra according to the presence or absence of chemical 

substructures. 

The spectra classification is performed with the aid of an artificial neural network, 

linear discriminant function and k-nearest neighbors’ classifiers. The imple-

mented classifiers give evidence for presence or absence of chemical substruc-

tures in compounds with unknown chemical structure.  

 
Reference Section 
This section gives details on all the commands available in IRIS.  

 
FILE MENU COMMANDS 

LOAD UNKNOWN SPECTRUM 
LOAD LIBRARY SPECTRUM 
LOAD HIT LIST 
LOAD HQI FILE 
IMPORT SPECTRUM      CTRL-Z 
SAVE SPECTRUM  
SAVE HIT LIST 
EXIT 

 

LOAD UNKNOWN SPECTRUM. Loads an unknown spectrum in one of the three buff-

ers A, B and C. The spectrum is loaded in the buffer that is active: see the menu 

item VIEW | BUFFERS. Buffer D is reserved for search results’ spectra. The spec-

trum must be in a library-spectrum format (see the Background section). The 
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identification string of the loaded spectrum is shown on the bottom of the screen. 

Another alternative to that menu item is FILE | IMPORT SPECTRUM that imports a 

spectrum in JCAMP format, v.4.24 or Perkin-Elmer variant of the JCAMP format. 

LOAD LIBRARY SPECTRUM. Loads a library spectrum in one of three buffers A, B 

and C. The spectrum is loaded in the buffer that is active: see the menu item 

VIEW | BUFFERS. The chemical and spectral information for the library spectrum is 

shown on the bottom of the screen. The information fields (or so called Header) 

include IUPAC name, molecular formula, Wiswesser line-notation chemical for-

mula, molecular weight, measurement technique, and melting and boiling points. 

All these data are recorded into a file that is different from the spectra file. See 

the Background section for the details on the format of different library files.  

Speed button:  

LOAD HIT LIST. Loads a previously saved hitlist. A window appears with the hit-

list’s identification string, and the first hitlist spectrum is shown in Buffer D. The 

user can inspect the hitlist spectra with the aid of menu items VIEW | PREVIOUS 

HIT and VIEW | NEXT HIT, or shortcut buttons <F5> and <F6>. The applied search 

method, number of hits and hitlist identification string can be seen with the local 

popup menu’s item SHOW HITLIST IDENT. The local popup menu is invoke by click-

ing the right mouse button over the header’s fields when the Buffer D is active. 

The hitlist is a simple text file whose format is described in Background section. 

LOAD HQI FILE. Loads a text file that contains the hit quality indices (HQIs) for all 

library spectra. The HQIs are obtained by a given full-curve spectral search. This 

list of HQIs is used by KNN classification of IR spectra: see the Background sec-

tion for KNN algorithm details and format of the HQI file. 

IMPORT SPECTRUM. Loads an unknown spectrum in one of the three buffers A, B 

and C. The spectrum is loaded into the buffer that is active. Buffer D is reserved 

for hitlist spectra. The spectrum must be in JCAMP-DX (v. 4.24) format, Perkin-

Elmer version of this format or a simple text file in which the spectrum is repre-

sented as “Wave number / Absorbance” pairs: for details see the Background 

section. 

Speed button:  
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SAVE SPECTRUM. Saves the active buffer spectrum into library-spectrum format 

file. The buffer D spectrum can also be saved with this command. A window ap-

pears with the spectrum identification string, and the user can change it or leave 

it the same. 

This menu item is removed from the demo version! 

SAVE HIT LIST. Saves a loaded or obtained by search hit list. The File-Save-

Dialog is opened and the user can select the file name and the directory where 

the file is to be saved. If the program options “MAKE LIS FILE” and/or “MAKE HQI 

FILE” are switched on, the corresponding LIS and/or HQI files are created.  

Exit.  Close the program. 
 
 

SEARCH MENU COMMANDS 
NAME SEARCH   F2 
PEAK SEARCH    
SPECTRAL SEARCH       
MIXTURE ANALYSIS F3 

NAME SEARCH.  Performs a no-case-sensitive search of a set of name fragments 

in library compounds names. The user can use the logic operators AND, OR and 

NOT and round brackets: “(“ and “)”. The logical operators can be also written in 

low case letters but they need to be separated from name fragments by a 

bracket or at least one empty space. The user can select several spectral librar-

ies to be searched. The obtained hitlist is usually longer than that composed by 

the spectral and peak search. Its limit is determined by the “MAX NUMBER OF HITS” 

field in the program options: the last varies between 100 and 999. If there are 

more entries than the limit a message appears informing the user. 

PEAK SEARCH. Performs a peak search. The search-parameters-window is 

opened. The user can select the spectral libraries to be searched, the spectral 

similarity measure and both peak-match tolerances: in abscissa (wave number) 

and ordinate (absorbance). The peaks can be entered manually, loaded from a 

peak-table file or pasted from the peak table of the active buffer. They can also 

be saved into a peak-table file. The peak-table file is a simple text file whose 

format is described in Background section. If the peak table of the unknown 

spectrum is to be searched the user must first perform the peak-picking proce-
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dure with the menu command TOOLS | PEAK-PICKING. Three peak-match algo-

rithms are available: forward and reverse searches, as well as scalar product 

match. For the calculation details see Background section of this manual.  

Speed button:  

SPECTRAL SEARCH. Performs a full-curve spectral search. The user can select the 

searched spectral libraries and spectra-match algorithm in the search-

parameters-window. If SPECTRAL FILE radio button is checked the user is 

prompted to load the unknown spectrum that will be searched in the selected li-

braries. Four different spectral similarity measures can be applied: sum of 

squared differences, sum of absolute value differences, scalar product, and cor-

relation coefficient. For the calculation details see Background section of this 

manual.  

Speed button:  

MIXTURE ANALYSIS . Performs mixture analysis of an unknown spectrum with the 

aid of the hitlist spectra. The user can set several parameters in the opened win-

dow: number of processed hitlist spectra, NS, and spectral region where the cal-

culations will be done. Clicking on the REGRESSION button calculates regression 

analysis of the active buffer spectrum with the first NS hitlist spectra. The ob-

tained results can be saved into a text file. Clicking on the HITLIST SCAN button 

starts a row of regression calculations with an increasing number of the hitlist 

spectra. The calculations stop when the number of used hitlist spectra reaches 

the preset value of NS or when a strong linear dependence of hitlist spectra is ob-

tained. The newly opened window shows hitlist compounds’ pseudo-

concentrations in the analyzed mixture. The straight lines in the middle of each 

sub-window correspond to pseudo-concentrations equal to zero. Clicking on each 

sub-window gives the mean, standard deviation and r.s.d. of the corresponding 

pseudo-concentration. The regression results can be shown in a table, saved into 

a simple text file, or loaded from such a file. The statistics of these results can 

also be saved into a text file. For the calculation details see Background section 

of this manual. 
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 VIEW MENU COMMANDS 
PEAK TABLE       F7 
STRUCTURE        F8 
HITLIST        F4 
PREVIOUS HIT       F5 
NEXT HIT      F6 
PREVIOUS LIB SPECTRUM  � 
NEXT LIB SPECTRUM    � 
TRANSMITANCE 
OVERLAID 
BUFFERS  CTRL-A, ETC. 

PEAK TABLE . Shows the active buffer spectrum’s peak table if present. To make a 

peak table of unknown spectrum use the menu command TOOLS | PEAK-PICKING. 

For a library a new peak-table file can be derived from its spectra by a given 

threshold with the aid of the menu item LIBRARY  | MAKE PEAK TABLE . 

STRUCTURE. Shows the active buffer spectrum’s structure if present. The type of 

the structure representation is determined by the options set up through the 

menu command OPTIONS. The first three buttons on the structure window show 

(or hide) the structure carbon and hydrogen atoms, and aromatic bonds. The 

fourth button changes the structure representation: atoms shown with atomic 

symbols or with filled (colored) circles. The following combinations of mouse but-

ton’s clicking and holding one of the Ctrl, Alt or Shift keys gives the same and 

additional effects (L/RMB - left/right mouse button click): 

RMB  shows/hides carbon atoms 

LMB  shows/hides hydrogen atoms 

Ctrl-LMB decreases atoms radii (also the width of multiple bonds) 

Shift-LMB increases atoms radii (also the width of multiple bonds) 

Ctrl-RMB sets up the atoms radii to the value defined in Options menu 

Alt-LMB  removes or sets up the atoms colors  

HIT LIST. The hitlist obtained by a search or loaded from a file is shown on the 

bottom of the program window if the active buffer is D. The user can use the item 

SHOW HITLIST IDENT from the local popup menu to view the hitlist identification 

string (the searched unknown compound’s identification, the used search method 

and number of hits). The popup menu is invoked with clicking of the right mouse 

button over the header’s fields. The other popup menu items are: SHOW 

LARGER/NORMAL HEADER, VIEW/HIDE HITLIST and SHOW/HIDE HEADER INFO. The 
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last one shows/hides two additional header fields for the library compounds: Ref-

erence and Quality (see Background section for details on them). 

PREVIOUS HIT, NEXT HIT. Shows previous or next hitlist spectrum; the hitlist spec-

tra are represented only in buffer D. 

Speed buttons:  and  

PREVIOUS LIB SPECTRUM, NEXT LIB SPECTRUM. Shows previous or next library 

spectrum; the library spectra are represented only in buffers A, B and C. The 

user can fast navigate through the library by using the following combinations of 

Shift and Ctrl keys and right and left arrows (�, �) : 

� next library spectrum; 

� previous library spectrum; 

Speed buttons:  and  

Shift - � library spectrum with a number higher by 10 than the current one; 

Shift - � library spectrum with a number less by 10 than the current one; 

Ctrl - � library spectrum with a number higher by 100 than the current one; 

Ctrl - � library spectrum with a number less by 100 than the current one; 

Ctrl-Shift - � library spectrum with a number higher by 1000 than the current 

one; 

Ctrl-Shift - � library spectrum with a number less by 1000 than the current one. 

TRANSMITTANCE . Toggles between both representations of IR spectra: absorb-

ance and  transmittance units.  

Speed button:  or  

OVERLAID . Switches alternatively between overlaid and stacked view of the spec-

tra of all active buffers. If spectra are stacked (separated) the user can select a 

spectrum to be active by clicking (LMB) onto its window. If spectra are overlaid 

the switch between buffers is done by clicking the mouse in that part of the win-

dow that corresponds in height to one of the buffers.  

Speed button:  or   

BUFFERS | A ON/OFF, ETC. Turns on/off the view of the corresponding spectral 

buffer. The newly shown buffer becomes active, and its spectrum header is 
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shown onto the bottom of the program window (if spectrum present). The same 

operations can easily be done with the four speed buttons shown below. 

Speed buttons:  

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS TO MANIPULATE THE SPECTRA VIEW : 

To zoom all shown spectra in a given spectral interval press left mouse button in 

the place corresponding to one of the interval limits, hold the button pressed and 

drag the mouse pointer to the other interval limit, release the button. To zoom out 

the zoomed in spectra click with right mouse button onto the spectra window. 

 

LIBRARY MENU COMMANDS 
MAKE PEAK TABLE 
CREATE NEW LIBRARY 
DELETE LIBRARIES 
MERGE LIBRARIES 
ADD SPECTRUM TO LIBRARY 
REMOVE SPECTRUM FROM LIBRARY 
EDIT LIBRARY HEADER 
REPLACE LIBRARY STRUCTURE 

 

MAKE PEAK TABLE . Makes a peak table file for a given library. The user can select 

the threshold for the peak-picking procedure and the library name. Our experi-

ments show that the best threshold values are between 0.01 and 0.03 a.u. 

CREATE NEW LIBRARY . Starts building of new spectral library. Not implemented in 

the demo version! 

DELETE LIBRARIES . Deletes several spectral libraries.  Not implemented in the 

demo version! 

MERGE LIBRARIES . Merges several spectral libraries. Not implemented in the 

demo version! 

ADD SPECTRUM TO LIBRARY . Adds a new spectrum to a library. Not implemented 

in the demo version! 

REMOVE SPECTRUM FROM LIBRARY . Removes a spectrum from a library. Not im-

plemented in the demo version! 
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EDIT LIBRARY HEADER. Removes a spectrum and its header from a library. Not 

implemented in the demo version! 

REPLACE LIBRARY STRUCTURE. Replaces a structure of a library entry with another 

structure saved in ISISDraw Mol file. Not implemented in the demo version! 

 
TOOLS MENU COMMANDS 
PEAK-PICKING 
SPECTRA DIFFERENCE 

PEAK-PICKING. Makes a peak table for the current buffer’s spectrum. The user de-

termines peak’s threshold with a scroll bar; the PICK PEAKS  button derives a peak 

table from the spectrum in the active buffer, and OK button puts the table into the 

buffer. The peak table can be pasted into the peak list of the Searching-

parameters windows when the Peak-Search routine is started: see menu item 

SEARCH | PEAK SEARCH. Note: the peak table of a library spectrum is NOT re-

placed in the peak-table file with the newly derived peaks: scrolling the library re-

turns the original peak table of the library spectrum. 

SPECTRA DIFFERENCE. Opens a parameters window for calculation of spectral dif-

ference between two spectra. The user can select the result (R), minuend (M) 

and subtrahend (S) buffers, as well as the multiplier (k) by which the subtrahend 

is multiplied: R = M - k.S. The coefficient k is determined by dragging the Multi-

plier scroll bar. The OK button puts the result difference spectrum in the chosen 

result buffer. While Spectra difference window is active the user can zoom in and 

out the spectra, switch on and off buffers, as well as alternate between absorb-

ance and transmittance or stacked and overlaid spectra display. The spectra 

subtraction routine is very useful for analyzing spectra of mixtures by so called 

stripping out the components spectra: see Background section for details. 

 

PRINT MENU COMMANDS 
PRINT ACTIVE SPECTRUM 
PRINT ALL SPECTRA 
PRINT HIT LIST  
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PRINT ACTIVE SPECTRUM. Prints the spectrum in the active buffer. The setup dia-

log is opened, and the user can set up which items of the spectral and chemical 

information to be printed. Not all options are still implemented! 

Speed button:  

PRINT ALL SPECTRA. Prints all shown spectra. The spectra are printed either 

stacked or overlaid as they are represented currently on the program window. 

The setup dialog is opened, and the user can set up which items of the spectral 

and chemical information to be printed. Not all options are still implemented! 

 Speed button:  

PRINT HIT LIST. Prints the contents of a hitlist. Not all options are still imple-

mented! 

 
OPTIONS MENU COMMAND 

It opens a multi-page dialog window for setup of the program options. There are 

three pages: FILES AND DIRECTORIES, STRUCTURES and SPECTRA. 

FILES AND DIRECTORIES page is for setup of library files’ extensions and the direc-

tory where these files are located. For the format of the library files and their pur-

pose see the Background section of this manual.  

STRUCTURES page is for setup of the representation of the library structures, on 

the screen, and by printing. 

SPECTRA page is for setup of the representation of the library spectra. NUMBER-

OF-HITS value determines how many hits compose the hitlist when applying the 

seven algorithms for FULL-CURVE SPECTRAL and PEAK SEARCH. These hits are ar-

ranged by decreasing their hit quality indices. MAX NUMBER-OF-HITS value deter-

mines how many hits compose the hitlist when applying the NAME SEARCH. As 

these search result are characterized by presence (or absence) of the name 

fragments in the compounds’ names, the hitlist entries are not sorted and an ex-

tensive list is to be expected in some cases. That is why this number is usually 

quite higher than the previous one. BASE-LINE-HEIGHT (measured in pixels) de-

termines the representation of the spectra on the program window, and the 

DIFFERENCE-BASELINE HEIGHT (in percent from the height of spectrum window) –  
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representation of the spectra by performing spectra subtraction. A small percent-

age hides negative parts of the result spectrum but expands the positive parts of 

all spectra. On the other side, a high percentage reveals negative parts of the re-

sult spectrum but “squeezes” all spectra.  

If STRETCHED SPECTRA check box is checked the zoom of the spectra in abscissa 

leads to a zoom in ordinate (to some extent). Very small absorbance values are 

not fully zoomed so that the user is not confused about their magnitude. The re-

maining two check boxes, MAKE LIS FILE and MAKE HQI FILE, determine if two 

additional files are created by saving the hitlist. The LIS file is a text file with the 

library number of the hits and the corresponding libraries’ names. This file is one 

of the files used by the program ToSiM [1], and can be loaded and used by the 

program IRIS through CLASSIFIERS  menu. The second file (HQI file) is a text file 

containing HQI values of all library entries obtained by FULL-CURVE SPECTRAL 

SEARCH in only one spectral library. The file can be loaded through menu LOAD 

HQI FILE and the HQI values can be used by a KNN classification. For the details 

about both files see the Background section. 

 
INTERPRETATION MENU COMMANDS 
 IR SPECTRA CLASSIFICATION 

IR SPECTRA CLASSIFICATION . Starts the INFRARED SPECTRA CLASSIFICATION MODULE 

that classifies IR spectra according to the presence or absence of a set of 

chemical substructures in organic compounds. The module can use classifiers 

based on the artificial neural networks (ANN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

and k-nearest neighbors method (KNN). Also the simple classifiers based on ex-

pert knowledge for the characteristic intervals (EXS) can be applied. This section 

gives details on all the commands available in the module.  

FILE MENU COMMANDS  
 LOAD CLASSIFIERS 
 APPEND CLASSIFIERS 
 SAVE CLASSIFIERS 
 SAVE RESULTS 
 EXIT 

LOAD CLASSIFIERS . Loads classifiers into the module memory. The classifiers 

could be four types: ANN, LDA, EXS and KNN. First type uses artificial neural 
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network, the second - linear discrimination analysis, the third - characteristic in-

tervals, and the last - KNN method. The classifiers file is a text file: see the Back-

ground Section of this manual. 

APPEND CLASSIFIERS . Appends classifiers to the list of classifiers previously 

loaded in the module’s memory. If there are no previously loaded classifiers this 

menu item is equivalent to menu item LOAD CLASSIFIERS. 

SAVE CLASSIFIERS . Saves the loaded classifiers into a classifiers file.    

SAVE RESULTS. Saves classification results obtained by classification (the menu 

item INTERPRETATION | INTERPRETATION). The results’ file is a text file: see the 

Background Section of this manual. 

Close. Closes the module.   

 
INTERPRETATION MENU COMMAND 
 INTERPRETATION 

INTERPRETATION. Classifies an IR spectrum with a set of loaded classifiers. The 

threshold classification precision is determined with the scroll bar on the front 

panel, and is shown on the left of it. The spectrum’s peak table is automatically 

used for classification when the user selects the menu item INTERPRETATION | IR 

SPECTRA CLASSIFICATION from IRIS program’s menu. When KNN classifiers are 

applied the classification uses the HQI values obtained for all library entries by 

FULL-CURVE SPECTRAL SEARCH. These values can also be loaded from an HQI 

file: see the menu item FILE | LOAD HQI FILE. 

 
CLASSIFIES MENU COMMANDS 
 REMOVE 
 RENAME 

REMOVE. Removes a classifier that is selected in the classifiers’ list. The pro-

grams prompts a confirm dialog box. If none of the classifiers is selected then the 

first one is removed. 

RENAME. Renames a classifier that is selected in the classifiers’ list. The program 

prompts a dialog box. If none of the classifiers is selected then the first one is re-

named. 
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Not implemented in the demo version! 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS  

The KNN classification is performed with the same module that classifies IR 

spectra with the aid of ANN and LDA classifiers, i.e. the module started with 

menu command INTERPRETATION  | IR SPECTRA CLASSIFICATION . The set of KNN 

classifiers is loaded with menu command FILE | LOAD CLASSIFIERS . The ANN and 

LDA classifiers interpret the spectrum in the active buffer; the KNN classifiers in-

terpret the search results (or those loaded from HQI file). That is why the results 

can be presented in the window that are for two different (unknown) compounds. 

To avoid the misleading of the user the INTERPRETATION module gives two hints: 

one is the identification string of the spectrum in the active buffer, the other is 

that of the search results. 

Before applying a KNN classifier the user has to search the unknown spectrum in 

the spectral library. The searched library has to be the same as that used by the 

generation of the classifier, and both should have the same number of spectra, 

also. The search method needs also to be the same as that used by the classifier 

generation. The results of the previously performed search, that were saved in a 

hitlist file, cannot be used because the classifier uses the hit quality indices of the 

entries from its learning set (they are with class affiliations 2 and 3), and these 

entries are distributed, as a rule, also outside the hitlist. That is why, when a 

search is performed, it is desirable the results to be saved into the so called HQI 

file (from hit quality index); this is a file containing the HQIs for all library entries. 

For that to happen when the hitlist is saved, the corresponding check box in 

SPECTRA page of OPTIONS windows (menu command OPTIONS) has to be 

checked. 
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BACKGROUND SECTION 
(some technical details are not described for the free demo version of IRIS)  

 

1. Algorithms 

1.1. Spectral Search Algorithms 

1.1.1. Peak Search Algorithms 

1.1.2. Full-curve Spectral Search Algorithms 

1.2. Mixture Analysis 

1.3. IR Spectra Classification 

1.3.1. IR Spectra Classifier 

1.3.2. Spectral Features for LDA & ANN Classifiers 

1.3.3. Neural Network Model 

1.3.4. KNN Classification 

1.3.5. KNN Classifiers’ Development 

2. Format of Files 

2.1. Format of Library Files 

2.1.1. Library Index File Format 

2.1.2. Header File Format 

2.1.3. Spectra File Format 

2.1.4. Peak Table File Format 

2.1.5. Structure File Format 

2.2. Unknown Spectrum File Format 

2.3. JCAMP-DX 4.24 File Format 

2.4. Perkin-Elmer JCAMP-DX File Format 

2.5. ASCII Spectrum File Format 

2.6. Hitlist File Format 

2.7. Peak Table File Format 

2.8. Mixture Analysis Result File Format 

2.9. IR Spectra Classifiers File Formats 

2.9.1. Neural Network Classifier Format 

2.9.2. Linear Discriminant Function Classifier Format 

2.9.3. KNN Classifier Format 

3. Sample Files 
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1. Algorithms 

This section describes almost all mathematics in the implemented algorithms. 

1.1. Spectral Search Algorithms 

Seven algorithms for searching in spectral collections are implemented in the 

IRIS program. Three of them use spectrum bands’ intensities and positions, the 

other four match full spectral curves. All algorithms perform sequential searches 

through the libraries that had been selected.  

1.1.1.Peak search in spectral libraries 

Peak search algorithms described in the literature [2] can be generally divided 

into two types: forward ones used for identification of pure compounds, and re-

verse ones applied for identification of the components of organic mixtures. For-

ward peak matching accounts how many peaks of the unknown spectrum are 

matched to the peaks of the reference spectrum, and reverse one how many 

peaks of the reference spectrum are matched to the peaks of the unknown spec-

trum.  

In IRIS program hit quality indices (HQIs) for these algorithms are three digit num-

bers composed of figures A, B and C, that are calculated independently as it is 

shown in the next paragraphs:  

• forward:  HQIF = ABC 

• reverse: HQIR = BAC 

The peaks in the unknown spectrum compose the set U (with N elements), these 

in the reference spectrum – the set R (with M elements), and I represents the in-

tersection of U and R; it contains K elements. If the two sets, U and R, are identi-

cal the following relations are valid: 

U = R = I  and  N = M = K  

In the applied spectroscopy a full coincidence of both sets is usually not occur-

ring even for two different IR spectra of the same compound. That is why the 

peak matching is done with a tolerance defined by the user. In IRIS program two 

tolerances are used – one along the abscissa (wave numbers), ∆ν, and one 
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along the ordinate (absorbance), ∆A. The coincidence of a peak from U and a 

peak from R means that the U-peak is within a rectangle with side lengths 2∆ν 

and 2∆A and a center in R-peak, see Figure 1. 

 

2∆ν

2∆A

U

R

 

Figure 1.  Matching two peaks, one 

from the unknown spectrum (U), the 

other from the reference one (R), using 

tolerances along the abscissa and the 

ordinate. 

Three numbers rounded to integers are calculated: 

A = 9 K / M;  B = 9 K / N;  C = 9 (1 - d Σ νU
K - νR

K); 

where νU
K and νR

K (k = 1, 2, … K) are wave numbers of the unknown and refer-

ence peak, and the sum is taken over all matched peaks.  

A shows the number of matched peaks as a percentage of peaks of the unknown 

spectrum, B - as a percentage of peaks of the unknown spectrum. C determines 

how close the matched peaks are along the abscissa. Constant d depends on 

the tolerance used along the abscissa, ∆ν, and number of the matched peaks, K: 

d = 1 / (K ∆ν). If all matched peaks of the unknown spectrum lie on the “border” 

of the tolerances’ rectangle, then C = 0. 

The third HQI implemented in IRIS (so called peak scalar product HQI) is calcu-

lated as a scalar product of two vectors: the first vector is composed of peaks of 

the unknown spectrum, the second one of peaks of the reference spectrum: 

 HQI
A A

A AP

k
U

k
R

k
U R=

⋅

∑
; 

only the matched peaks are multiplied and summed in the numerator. 

1.1.2. Full-curve Spectral Search    

Four different measures for the similarity of two IR spectra are used [3,4]. The 
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spectral matching uses the full-curve spectra containing 801 absorbance values 

between 3700 cm
-1

 and 500 cm
-1

 with a constant sampling interval of 4 cm
-1

.  

The measures (HQI1 to HQI4) range between zero and 999 (the last value is ob-

tained for identical spectra). Let N be the number of absorbance values in a 

spectrum (in the program N is equal to 801); Ak
U and Ak

R are the absorbances of 

the interval k in the spectrum of the unknown and in that of the reference (library) 

spectrum, respectively.  

• Hit quality index HQI1 is based on the sum of the squared absorbance differ-

ences, S1, equation (1).  

HQI1 =  999(1  -  S1)  with  S (A A )1 k
U

k
R 2

k

= −∑ / N      (1) 

• Hit quality index HQI2 is calculated from the sum of the absolute absorbance 

differences, S2, equation (2).  

HQI2 =  999(1 - S2)  with  S A A2 k
U

k
R

k

= −∑( / )1 N       (2) 

• Hit quality index HQI3 is the scalar product of two spectral vectors normalized 

to unit length, i.e. cosine of the angle between them, equation (3).  

HQI3 = 999S3   with  
RU

k

R
k

U
k

3
AA

AA
S

⋅
=
∑

      (3) 

• Hit quality index HQI4 is based on the correlation coefficient, equation (4).  

HQI4 = 999(S4  +  1)/2 with   S
(A A )(A A )

(A A ) * (A A )
4

k
U U

k
k
R R

k
U U 2

k
k
R R 2

k

=
− −

− −

∑

∑ ∑
  (4) 

1.2. Mixture Analysis 

The analysis of spectrum of an organic mixture is based on the multilinear re-

gression calculations [4]. The results are the so called pseudo-concentrations of 

the components in a mixture (matrix C1,H); all subscript of matrices express their 

dimensions. They are calculated from the spectra in the hitlist (SN,H) and mixture 

spectrum (M1,N), with increasing number (H) of hitlist spectra involved, according 

to equation (5): 
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C1,H = M1,N S N,H
.T (SH,N SN,H

 T)-1;      (5) 

“T” and “-1” in the superscript denote a transposed and inverse matrix, respec-

tively, and N and H are the number of spectral points and the number of hitlist 

spectra involved in the calculations, respectively. The result is a matrix of Ci
j val-

ues, where the upper indices designate the regression number, and the lower - 

compound number:   

   C1
1, 0,    0,    0, ....   0,      0 

   C1
2, C2

2, 0,    0, ....   0,      0 

   C1
3, C2

3, C2
3, 0, ....   0,      0        (6) 

   ..................................…........ 

   C1
n, C2

n, C3
n, C4

n, ... Cn-1
n,Cn

n, 

The zeros in the upper right part of the matrix C mean that the corresponding hit-

list compounds are not regarded a priory as mixture components, i.e. their spec-

tra do not take part in the corresponding regression calculations. The program 

presents graphs C = f(h); h is the number of the hitlist spectra involved in the cal-

culations, i.e. the values in first column, in second column, etc. The user can de-

cide which compounds are in the mixture by comparing the relative stability of the 

corresponding curves. This stability can be estimated either by a visual inspec-

tion of the curves or by comparing the relative standard deviation (r.s.d.) of 

curves ordinates. The latter are calculated only for the nonzero values neglecting 

the upper right zeroes. The lesser the r.s.d. (more “stable” graph) the more prob-

able is that the corresponding hitlist compound is a component of the studied 

mixture. We recommend the curves with negative average pseudo-concentration 

to be not regarded despite their low r.s.d. 

Matrix C does not represent the exact concentrations because of the normaliza-

tion of the library spectra in the range 0 - 1 a.u. and the differences in sample 

preparation: the studied spectrum and all library spectra were registered with ar-

bitrary path length (for liquids) or arbitrary amount of compound in the KBr pellet 

(for solids). Therefore we call C values pseudo-concentrations, and these values 

have no impact on the decision of the user which hitlist compounds are mixture 

components.   
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1.3. IR Spectra Classification 

1.3.1. IR Spectra Classifier 

A classifier represents a mathematical algorithm for transforming the IR spectrum 

of unknown compound (the compound under study) to the conditional probability 

of presence, P1, or absence, P0 of a given chemical substructure in this com-

pound. This chemical substructure (e.g. methylene group) or, correspondingly, 

the precisely defined structural property (e.g. alkane), associated with the classi-

fier, is called classifier’s substructure.  

For the LDA and ANN classifiers, first an array of numbers, so called features, is 

calculated from the IR spectrum of the unknown compound. The application of 

classifier function gives so called the output variable, z. For the KNN classifiers 

the output variable is the percentage in the hitlist of the compounds that contain 

the classifier’s substructure. 

Both conditional probabilities are tabulated in the classifier as functions of z: P0 = 

P0(z) and P1 = P1(z). As the user sets the threshold values of the required classi-

fication precision, Pt, the classification is equivalent to comparison of z with two 

threshold values, t0 and t1: for them it is fulfilled that P0(t0) = Pt and P1(t1) = Pt. 

The way the LDA and ANN classifications are performed is depicted in Figure 2. 

The KNN classification is described in details in one of the next paragraphs. 

IR Spectrum 
↓ 

calculation of spectral features:  
x1, x2, ... xN 

↓ 
application of classification algorithm  

(classifier) 
 z = f(x1, x2, ... xN) 

↓ 
comparison of the output z with two threshold values 

if z < t0 the object is from class 0 (substructure is absent) 
if z > t1 the object is from class 1 (substructure is present) 

else the object is neither from class 0 nor class 1 

Figure 2 . Application of LDA or ANN classifier.   

The first step in the generation of a classifier is the composition of a learning (or 

training) set and a validation set that are relevant to the classifier’s substructure. 
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Substructure searches in the database followed by a random selection of com-

pounds result in two files: the first consisting of data for L0 + V0 compounds not 

containing the substructure (class 0), and the second consisting of data for L1 + 

V1 compounds containing the substructure (class 1). Lk and Vk are the numbers 

of entries from class k (k = 0,1)  in the learning and validation set, respectively; a 

typical value for Lk and Tk is 250. For some substructures only a smaller number 

of compounds is available in the database. Isotopically labeled compounds and 

compounds containing metal atoms have been excluded from both sets. 

The ‘zero’ class output values are taken as 0.0, while those of ‘one’ class as 1.0. 

Separation of the two classes obtained by training of a neural network does not 

mean automatically that the calculated functional relation  

z = f(Inp1, Inp2, … InpN)  

has a general applicability for all data sets of objects of these abstract classes. 

That is why it is necessary to test the obtained mathematical model, i.e. the 

trained neural network, with a set of objects from both classes. It is preferable 

that these objects were not  used by the calculation of the model, i.e. by the neu-

ral network’s training. The details of calculation of precision as function of output 

variable, z, are given in our paper [5]. 

1.3.2. Spectral Features for LDA & ANN Classifiers 

Spectral features are a set (an array) of numbers that characterize the IR spec-

trum. Most of the works in IR spectra classification use features based on prede-

termined fixed wavelength intervals. We introduce a different approach by choos-

ing the wavelength intervals (ν1, ν2) individually for each classified substructure 

and by defining two types of features: interval ones (INT) and logarithmic ones 

(L12). 

Feature INT(ν1, ν2) is the intensity of a spectral band as given in equation (7), 

with Amax being the maximum absorbance in this interval. 

       Amax/100 
INT(ν1, ν2) =             (7) 
       0,  if no peak in ( ν1, ν2) 
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This feature type is used in most knowledge-based IR spectra interpretation sys-

tems. 

Feature L12(ν1, ν2) is calculated from the logarithmic absorbance ratio as given 

in equation (8), with Asec being the absorbance of the second highest peak in the 

interval. 

   [ a - lg( Amax/Asec)]/ a;     a = 2 
L12( ν1, ν2) =               (8) 

    0,  if less than two peaks are  
  present in ( ν1, ν2) 

This feature considers that some chemical substructures give rise to two or more 

characteristic bands in a given spectral interval. A similar feature was success-

fully used for substructure classification from mass spectra [6]. The constant a in 

equation (8) scales the feature to the range zero to one. If the maximum and 

minimum absorbances are 100 and one, respectively, a has to be equal to two. 

The maximum value is reached when the two largest peaks in the interval are 

equally sized (Amax = Asec), Figure 3. 

 

peaks     

no peaks  

 

L12( ν1,ν2)  1.00 0.85 0.50 0.00 0.00 

 
Figure 3 . Examples of the values for feature L12(ν1, ν2) for different peak abso-
bances in the considered wavelength interval.  

Selection of appropriate wavelength intervals (ν1, ν2) is the crucial task in feature 

generation. The selection of the spectral intervals for the used spectral features 

is discussed in details in our paper [5]. 

1.3.3. Neural Network Model 

The program uses a forward-feed three-layer neural network [7] (including input 

layer). The neural network’s coefficients were set by a back-propagation-of-error 

algorithm. The number of inputs neurons is equal to the number of features 

(variables). The number of output neurons is equal to one. This is determined by 

the problem posed to the program – performing a binary classification.  
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The training of the neural network (starting with random coefficients) had been 

performed with features that have been normalized with the mean Mj and vari-

ance Vj for every variable j of the training data set (features Xi,i of objects from 

classes 0 and 1) as given in equations (9).  

M X N o O b jsj i j
i

N o O b js

=
=
∑( ) /,

1

                                     (9a) 

V X M N o O b j sj i j j
i

N o O b j s

= − −
=
∑ ( ) / ( ),

1

2 1 ;                              (9b) 

Inp X M Vi j i j j j, ,( )= − ;                                           (9c) 

for j = 1 to NoFeats; for i = 1 to NoObjs 

where NoObjs is the sum of the numbers of objects in data classes 0 and 1, and 

NoFeats is the number of variables (features) of the data set. 

The input values (Inpj; i = 1 to NoFeats) for every object i (i = 1 to NoObjs) are 

propagated through the net in the following way: 

N e t H W I n pi i j
j

N o F e a t s

j= ⋅
=
∑ 2 1

1
,

; i = 1 to NoHidds 

O u t H f N e t H O f f S e ti i i= +( )2 ; i = 1 to NoHidds 

N e t O W O u t Hj
j

N o H i d d s

j= ⋅
=
∑ 3 2

1

 

O u t O f N e t O O f f S e t= +( )3 ; 

where f(x) is so called “squashing” function. The program uses sigmoidal function 

of type: 

f x
e x( ) =

+ −

1

1
 

The other designations are: NoFeats - number of input neurons; NoHidds - num-

ber of hidden neurons; W21i,j - weight coefficients between the first (input) and 

the second (hidden) layer; W32j - weight coefficients between the hidden and the 

third (output) layer; OffSet2i - offsets in the neurons of the hidden layer; OffSet3 - 

offset of the only output neuron; NetHi and OutHi - ”net” input and “real” output 

values of the hidden neurons; NetO and OutO - the same for the output neuron. 
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By training with a back-propagation-of-errors algorithm the following network co-

efficients are adjusted: W21i,j, W32j, OffSet2i, and OffSet3. The algorithm can be 

easily explained by the following adapted segment of the original Pascal code: 

Begin   { procedure Back_Propagation } 
  { Sum - real variable for calculation of sums } 
  { d3 - output error weighted with output values }  
  { d2[i] - back-propagated-to-hidden-neurons error s 
            weighted with hidden outputs’ values } 
  { dw21[j,i] - old changes of w21[i] coefficients } 
  { dw32[i] - old changes of w32[i] coefficients } 
  { dOffset2[i] - old changes of OffSet2[i] coeffic ients} 
  { dOffSet3 - old change of OffSet3 coefficient } 
  { Eta - learning rate;  Mu - momentum factor } 
 
  { calculation of output error d3 and its weightin g } 
  d3 := (OutT - OutO)*OutO*(1 - OutO); 
 
  { correction of w32 coefficients } 
  for i := 1 to NoHidds do 
  begin 
    dw32[i] := Eta*d3*OutH[i] + Mu*dw32[i]; 
    w32[i] := w32[i] + dw32[i]; 
    Sum := d3*w32[i]; 
    d2[i] := Sum*OutH[i]*(1 - OutH[i]); 
  end; 
 
  { correction of Offset3 coefficient } 
  dOffset3 := Eta*d3 + Mu*dOffset3; 
  Offset3 := Offset3 + dOffset3; 
 
  { correction of w21 coefficients } 
  For i := 1 to NoFeats do 
    For j := 1 to NoHidds do 
    begin 
      dw21[j,i] := Eta*d2[j]*LSet[NoSp]^[i] + 
                    Mu*dw21[j,i]; 
      w21[j,i] := w21[j,i] + dw21[j,i]; 
    end; 
 
  { correction of Offset2 coefficients } 
  for i := 1 to NoHidds do 
  begin 
    dOffset2[i] := Eta*d2[i] + Mu*dOffset2[i]; 
    Offset2[i] := Offset2[i] + dOffset2[i]; 
  end; 
 
End;   { procedure Back_Propagation } 

The calculated (trained) neural network model contains not ony the weight coeffi-

cients and offsets but also the means and variances of all variables in data 

classes 0 and 1, see the description of the classifier format. 

1.3.4. KNN Classification 

The application of the KNN classifier includes the following steps: 

1. The IR spectrum of the compound under study is searched in a small library of 
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IR spectra (so called learning set). The classifier explicitly determines the applied 

method for searching, size of the processed hitlist, NH, and the compounds in the 

learning set. The last is composed of L0 spectra of compounds that do not con-

tain classifier’s substructure, and L1 spectra of compounds that do contain it.  

2. The obtained hitlist is composed by compounds whose spectra are most simi-

lar to the unknown spectrum in the context of applied search method (similarity 

measure). The algorithm determines how many of the hitlist compounds contain 

the classifier’s substructure, N+.  

3. This value is compared with the arguments of the tabulated values of both 

conditional probabilities given as functions P0 = f0(N+) and  P1 = f1(N+). As a result 

of this comparison two conditional probabilities are retrieved: P0 and  P1. 

4. The higher of two probabilities is called classification precision and is com-

pared with the threshold value set by the user, Pt: the substructure is predicted 

as present (absent) if it holds that P1 > Pt (P0 > Pt ). 

1.3.5. KNN Classifiers’ Development 

The procedure for generation of KNN classifier resembles to some extent the 

general scheme of ANN and LDA classifiers development that was described in a 

previous paper [5]. First, the user selects the method for Full-Curve Spectral 

Search and the number of hits in the hitlist, NH. Second, the V0 + V1  spectra of 

the validation set are searched in a small library composed only by the L0 + L1 

spectra of the learning set. The obtained V0 + V1 hitlists (each is a sorted list of 

NH entries) are processed to determine how many compounds (N+k, k = 1, 2, … 

V0 + V1) in each of them contain the classifier’s substructure. These hitlists are 

divided into two categories: 0-hitlists obtained by searching the V0 spectra of 

compounds that do not contain classifier’s substructure, and 1-hitlists obtained by 

searching the V1 spectra of compounds that contain classifier’s substructure. As 

N+k can be between 0 and NH, the new variable (called classifier’s output), X+ is 

calculated as follows: X+ = N+/NH. From the array of N+k values, and taking into 

account the hitlist categories, the following four functions are tabulated for the NH 

+ 1 values of the output variable X+  (Xk = 0.00, 1/NH, 2/NH, … 1.00): 

N00(Xk) - number of 0-hitlists that have X+ = N+/NH less than or equal to Xk 
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N01(Xk) - number of 0-hitlists that have X+ = N+/NH higher than Xk 

N10(Xk) - number of 1-hitlists that have X+ = N+/NH less than Xk 

N11(Xk) - number of 1-hitlists that have X+ = N+/NH higher than or equal to Xk 

As a final result, the precision (P) and recall (R) for class 0 and class 1 are tabu-

lated as functions of Xk: 

P0(Xk) = N00(Xk) / ( N00(Xk) + N10(Xk) )       

P1(Xk) = N11(X+) / ( N11(X+) + N01(Xk) )        

and  

R0(Xk) = N00(Xk) / ( V0 + V1 )             

R1(Xk) = N11(Xk) /  ( V0 + V1  )            

2. Format of Files 

2.1. Format of Library Files  

The whole information for a spectral library is contained in eight files. The de-

scription of the files is given in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Description of the library files. 

Name description (contents) default 
extension  

library index file contains the description of the library LID 
header file chemical information for each com-

pound: so called header 
LHD 

spectra file spectra curves LSP 
peak table index file indices to peak table LIP 
peak table file peak tables LPT 
structures index file indices to the atoms and bonds re-

cords 
LSI 

atoms file atoms records LAT 
bonds file bonds records LBO 

For a normal work with a spectral library all its eight files are necessary to be 

present. The minimum configuration consists of the first three files: from the 

spectra file the two peak table files can be derived by the menu command 

LIBRARY  | MAKE PEAK TABLE .  
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2.1.1. Library Index File Format 

Not described in the demo version! 

2.1.2. Header File Format 

Not described in the demo version! 

2.1.3. Spectra File Format 

Not described in the demo version! 

2.1.4. Peak Table File Format 

Not described in the demo version! 

2.1.5. Structure File Format 

Not described in the demo version! 

2.2. Unknown Spectrum File Format 

The unknown spectrum file consist of one record of the following type: 

TSpecArr  = array[1..801] of integer;  
TUnkSp = record 
  Ident: string[210]; 
  A: TSpecArr; 
end; 

The Ident  field contains description of the spectrum. Then follows an array of 

two byte signed integer values representing the spectral curve.  

2.3. JCAMP-DX 4.24 File Format  

This file format is a standard for exchange of IR spectra between different oper-

ating systems. The full description can be found in [8].  
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The following is an excerpt from a Chemical Concepts JCAMP-DX file. 

##TITLE= INFRARED SPECTRUM 
##JCAMP-DX= 4.24  $$ CC_2.0 
##DATA TYPE= INFRARED SPECTRUM 
##BLOCK_ID=           2 
##ORIGIN= Chemical Concepts, Tel. +49(0)6201-606433 , P.O. Box 100202, 
D-69442 Weinheim, Federal Republic of Germany 
##OWNER= COPYRIGHT (C) 1994 by Chemical Concepts 
##SPECTROMETER/DATA SYSTEM= Bruker IFS 85 
##DATE= 94/04/07 
##SOURCE REFERENCE= MIIV00007846     
##CROSS REFERENCE= STRUCTURE:BLOCK_ID=1 
##$TO STRUCTURE ID= ST0000005555     
##$SOURCE= Unpublished 
##$SAMPLE PURITY= 98% 
##SAMPLING PROCEDURE= Film 
##RESOLUTION=            2 
##FIRSTX=   0.40010000E+04 
##FIRSTY=   0.51981974E-02 
##LASTX=   0.40000000E+03 
##DELTAX=  -0.19297963E+01 
##MAXY=   0.86549991E+00 
##MINY=   0.00000000E+00 
##XFACTOR= .0001 
##YFACTOR=   0.86636626E-03 
##YUNITS= ABSORBANCE 
##XUNITS= 1/CM 
##NPOINTS=        1867 
##XYDATA= (X++(Y..Y)) 
40010000F%Xj%S6J%Vj%TJj%S28J%S0j%VJ%YJ%JU%J%JTK%Xj%VJ%UJ%JU%J%JZKJUKJKJKS2LK 
35204808F8LKLWKLTMLMLUMULMULMVNMNMNMTNTMNMNMNMUNMNMUNMTLMTNLMTNLMULMLMLXKZ%J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
06392947D4kj%Tj%VjJjT%TJKLMOMnronkUjV%jU%j%WjkT%kj% j%j%j%j%j%Uj%YJUKJUKL%kj 
04810515A5%TklTj%Uj%VjJjk%jJjJkJNLJnlN%KPKN%NTKNT 
##END= $$ INFRARED SPECTRUM 

2.4. Perkin-Elmer JCAMP-DX File Format  

This is a text file format used to export IR spectra by CDS-3 Software [9] that 

controls the Perkin-Elmer 1750 FT-IR Spectrometer. The format is different from 

the standard JCAMP-DX format. As the format is not described in the software 

documents, the present description relies on our experience gained by working 

with CDS-3 software.  

The first line contains identity string (name) of the spectrum. After the keyword 

“##XYUNITS= “ the dimensions of abscissa and ordinate are given. Next two 

lines determine the first and last values of the abscissa, and the corresponding 

values for the ordinate. The main difference from the standard format are so 

called X-factors and Y-factors which are given on the next line. The negative X-

factor means that the abscissa decreases. The Y-values given in the file have to 

be divided by Y-factor to obtain their measured values, instead of multiplying as it 

is done in JCAMP-DX file, v. 4.24. The number of data points is on the next line, 

and the spectral curve is given on a new line after the keyword 
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“##IRSPECTRUM= ”. There are given, first one abscissa value, and then several 

ordinate values. The first ordinate value corresponds to the abscissa value, next 

ordinates are for abscissa shifted by 1 cm-1, 2 cm-1, etc. In the presented excerpt 

of the file the shift is -1 cm-1 because the X-factor is equal to -1.0. Every new line 

begins with abscissa value, and there follow Y-values. The file ends with the 

keyword “##END= ”.  

This is an excerpt from a Perkin-Elmer JCAMP-DX file. 

##TITLE= 4,4'-Diamino-biphenyl in KBr, AL (NH2C6H4C 6H4NH2) MW 184,24            
##XYUNITS= WAVENUMBER, LOG_ABSORBANCE                                           
##XYSTART=  4000,   0.12126                                                     
##XYFINAL=   450,   0.15647                                                     
##XYFACTORS=  -1.00,  10000                                                     
##NPOINTS=    3551,                                                             
##IRSPECTRUM=                                                                   
4000.0 1212 1212 1211 1210 1209 1209 1210 1209 1209  1209 1210 1211 1213 1214    
3986.0 1215 1217 1218 1217 1216 1214 1213 1212 1213  1214 1216 1216 1215 1215    
3972.0 1216 1216 1216 1214 1213 1213 1214 1214 1213  1213 1213 1215 1215 1215    
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
 472.0 1579 1567 1560 1557 1559 1563 1568 1572 1577  1582 1588 1594 1598 1602    
 458.0 1605 1607 1606 1599 1589 1579 1571 1567 1564                              
##END=                                                                          

2.5. ASCII Spectrum File Format  

This is a text file format used in IRIS program to import IR spectra measured in 

different instruments. This a very limited format with only three fields but the gen-

eration of files with this format is easy and can be done even manually from vari-

ous file formats with copy-and-paste routines of a text editor. The end of the file 

is not marked with a keyword.  

The identification string (name) of the IR spectrum is placed on the first line after 

the keyword  “##TITLE=  “ . The next keyword “##TEXT_FILE=  “  is crucial for 

IRIS  to recognize the file format. The keyword “##IRDATA=  “  initializes the 

spectral data field. Spectral data begin on a new line and they represent X and Y 

real values of the spectral curve, one X Y couple per line. X is given in cm-1, Y in 

arbitrary absorbance units: there are no limits about the minimum and maximum 

of Y values because the spectrum is normalized always in 0.0 - 1.0 a.u. range. 

The X and Y values have to be separated with one or more white spaces. There 

are only three requirements for the X values: the smallest difference ∆X to be at 

least 4 cm-1, the minimum value of X to be smaller than or equal to 500 cm-1, and 
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its maximum value larger than or equal to 3200 cm-1. The X data may not be  

equidistant and can be present in random order.  

This is an excerpt from an ASCII Spectrum File. 

##TITLE= Hydrolyseprodukt 8143 
##TEXT_FILE=  
##IRDATA=  
393.501 0.727353 
395.429 0.761473 
397.358 0.788762 
399.287 0.75938 
. . . . . . . . 
4497.92 0.519521 
4499.85 0.519889 
4501.78 0.518945  

2.6. Hitlist File Format  

This is a text file. The first line contains the identity string of the searched spec-

trum. The next line contains the keyword “Search method: ” and the method 

that had been used for searching. If the user changes even a letter in method 

description the program will not find the correct method when the hitlist file is 

loaded back in the program. The next line contains the keyword “Number of 

hits = ” and the number of the hits in the file. Then follow the hits, one per a 

line. First number, in I4 format, is the hit number, next one, also in I4, is the value 

of HQI, the string, in A8 format, is the library name, and the last number, in I6, is 

the spectrum number in the library.  

The hitlist file is generated by the program with the menu item FILE | SAVE HIT 

LIST, and it is read with FILE | LOAD HIT LIST. 

2.7. Peak Table File Forma t 

This is a text file. The first line contains the identity string of the peak table. The 

next line contains the keyword “Number of peaks = ” and the number of the 

peaks in the file. Then follow the peaks, one per a line. First number, in I5 format, 

is the wave number, in cm-1, the next one, in F6.2, is the height of the peak, in 

a.u.  

The peak table file is generated by the program with the button SAVE in the PEAK 

SEARCH  window, and it is read with button LOAD in this window. 

The following is a printing of a Peak Table file: 
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BUTYLAMINE 
Number of peaks = 11 
 3368  0.13 
 3292  0.13 
 2960  0.92 
 2928  1.00 
 2872  0.56 
 1604  0.11 
 1464  0.19 
 1380  0.12 
 1084  0.09 
  968  0.09 
  836  0.32  

2.8. Mixture Analysis Results File Forma t 

Three types of text files can be generated in MIXTURE ANALYSIS window. The de-

scription of the files is given in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Files of mixture analysis results and statistics. 

Name description (contents) default 
extension  

regression file contains the results from multi-linear re-
gression 

MGR 

scan file contains the results from multi-linear scan-
ning regression calculations 

MRS 

statistics file contains the statistics for multi-linear scan-
ning regression calculations results 

MST 

The regression file contains the results from performing only one regression cal-

culation with the unknown spectra and first HS hitlist spectra. This files is pro-

duced by clicking on the SAVE button in REGRESSION RESULTS window – see file 

MIXTURE.MRG in IRIS\FILES directory. The file cannot be loaded into the pro-

gram.  

The identity string of the unknown spectrum is given on the first line of the file. It 

follows the number of hitlist spectra involved in regression calculation and the 

used statistical significance. Next line contains the captions of the results col-

umns.  

The results are given in three columns. The hitlist compound’s name is given in 

the first one in A60 format. Next is one blank space. The mean value and interval 

estimation are given in the next two columns, both in F8.3 format. If the interval 

estimation includes 0.0 value then three stars, “ *** ”, are placed at the end of the 
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line. This means that the corresponding pseudo-concentration value is statisti-

cally insignificant.  

The scan file contains the results from performing a row of regression calcula-

tions with increasing number of hitlist spectra. The file is produced by clicking on 

SAVE button in RESULTS group of the MIXTURE SCAN RESULTS window. The file 

can be loaded again into the program with LOAD button of the same group.  

The identity string of the unknown spectrum is given on the first line of the file. 

On the next line there follows the maximum number of hitlist spectra involved in 

regression calculations, Nsp: as it was mentioned above, the regression calcula-

tions are performed with increasing number of hitlist spectra until reaching the 

preset value or a strong linear dependence between hitlist spectra, see matrix (6) 

in Mixture Analysis  section. There follow Nsp groups of data for each of the hit-

list compounds involved in the calculations. In each data group the following is 

given: on the first line – number of the hit, HQI, library name and spectrum num-

ber of the hitlist spectrum, chemical name, on the second line – again the chemi-

cal name. Then Nsp real numbers follow which are the corresponding pseudo-

concentration values for the hit. They are taken from the corresponding column 

of the matrix in (6). As can be seen from the sample file MIXTURE.MRS in 

IRIS\FILES directory the last hit has only one non zero value. 

The third file, statistics file, contains the statistics of the results from performing a 

row of regression calculations with increasing number of the hitlist spectra. The 

file is produced by clicking on the SAVE button in STATISTICS group of the 

MIXTURE SCAN RESULTS window – see file MIXTURE.MST in IRIS\FILES direc-

tory. The file cannot be loaded again into the program.  

The identity string of the unknown spectrum is given on the first line of the file. 

On the next line there follows the maximum number of hitlist spectra involved in 

regression calculations, Nsp. Next line contains the captions of the statistics col-

umns: they are four altogether. The following information about the hitlist spec-

trum is given in the first column: hit number, HQI, library name and spectrum 

number of the hitlist spectrum, and part of the chemical name. All this is re-

stricted to 60 characters altogether. The next three columns contain the mean, 

standard deviation and r.s.d. of the pseudo-concentration values which are on 
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and under the main diagonal of the matrix (6). First two are in F8.3 format, the 

last one is in F8.1 format. If the mean of the pseudo-concentration is a negative 

value (i.e. meaningless) three stars “ *** ” are given after it, else there are five 

blank spaces.  

As can be seen from the sample file MIX_AN.MST the last hit has only mean value 

and no standard deviation or r.s.d. value. This is because only one value of the 

pseudo-concentration is calculated for it. 

2.9. IR Spectra Classifiers File Formats  

The classifiers file is a text file that contain one or more classifiers from the same 

or different type. Every classifier begins with “## CLASSNAME = ” and ends with 

“## CLASSEND”. Each classifier’s item (field) is preceded with a key word. Each 

key word (except “## CLASSEND”) begins with two pound signs “##” and 

ends with equal sign and blank space “= ”. First line contains classifier’s name, 

up to 11 symbols. This item and the next five ones begin on the line, where the 

corresponding keyword is, at position 16.  

There follow the classifier comments field, 60 symbols, and on a new line - clas-

sifiers type, 6 symbols. Classifier initials follow on the next line; they are up to 30 

symbols, and the information for the learning and validation sets (up to 60 sym-

bols) is on the next line. In the initials field there are two letters for the initials of 

the person who had created the classifier, the date and time of classifier creation. 

In the “## CLASSFILE = ” field are given the file names of the LIS-files from 

which the learning and validation sets are derived, and the numbers of spectra in 

class 0 and class 1 of the learning and validation sets.  

The next lines are different for the different classifier types, and they are de-

scribed in the next three paragraphs. 

2.9.1. Neural Network Classifier Format  

Next two lines contain the number of input neurons (number of features) and the 

number of hidden neurons - nonnegative integers in format I8. The correspond-

ing keywords are “## NOINPNEUR = “ and “## NOHIDNEUR =  “.  
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The following two lines contain the learning rate and momentum factor - real val-

ues in format F12.6. Their keywords are “## LEARNRATE = ” and 

“##  MOMENFACT = ”. These numbers are only for information how the neural 

network is trained and do not influence the program flow anyhow. 

The next two lines contain the keywords “## TRANSFACT = “ and 

“## MEANVALUE = “. Both have no items on the line where they were written. 

On the next line begin the mean values for every variable - five per a line in for-

mat F12.6. After them follows the keyword “## VARIANCES = “. On a new line 

begin variance values for every variable - five per a line in format F12.6.  

The next line contains the keyword “## FEATURES  = “. The features descrip-

tion begins on new line, one feature is given per a line. First three letters deter-

mine the feature type. There follows a number that shows the lower feature inter-

val’s limit, given in cm-1. The second and forth number are still not used by the 

program and they are given as zeroes. The third number is the feature interval’s 

width, given in cm-1. All four numbers are in format I8. 

The next line contains the keyword “## NETCOEFFS = “. It tells that the network 

coefficients block begins. Next is the keyword “## COEFFSW21 = “ which marks 

the beginning of W21 coefficients. On a new line begins the layout of W21 coeffi-

cients. First, there are written the coefficients of the first input neuron, followed by 

those of the second input neuron and so on. The coefficients for every input neu-

ron begin on a new line and there are 5 coefficients per a line in format F12.6. 

Altogether there are ”number of input neurons” times “number of hidden neurons” 

coefficients. 

Then follows the keyword “## OFFSETS2  = “ and after it on a new line begin 

the offset values for the hidden neurons. They are laid five per a line in format 

F12.6. 

The next line contains only the keyword “## COEFFSW32 = “. After it on a new 

line begins the layout of W32 coefficients, five per a line in format F12.6. The fol-

lowing two lines contain the keyword “## OFFSETS3  = “, and the value of the 

offset of the output neuron. The degree of training of the network is given after 

the keyword “## FQ_VALUE T= ”. This is the root mean squared deviation of 
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the outputs for objects in the learning set from the target values. This value is 

given only for information. 

After the coefficients block follows the keyword ‘## CLASSPNTS = ‘. On the 

next line is given the number of output values for which there were calculated the 

precisions and recalls. This number is written in format I8. 

The keyword “## CLASSLIM0 = “ is next. Then, on a new line begin the lines 

containing the output value, and the precision and recall for this output value for 

‘zero’ class. The numbers are in format F12.6, F8.2 and F8.2, respectively. 

These triples are on one line each, there are as many lines altogether as the 

number specified after the keyword “## CLASSPNTS = ”. The same follows for 

the ‘one’ class. The keyword is '## CLASSLIM1 =  '.  

The file ends with the keyword “## CLASSEND “ written on a new line.  

2.9.2. Linear Discriminant Function Classifier Form at 

The classifier file structure is nearly the same as that of a neural network file with 

some changes: instead of neural network coefficients there are given the coeffi-

cients of linear discriminant function. The LDA coefficients are given on a new 

line after the keyword “## LDACOEFFS = ”. There are 5 coefficients per a line in 

format F12.6. The keywords from ANN classifier that are not present in LDA 

classifier are:  

“## LEARNRATE = ”, “##  MOMENFACT = ”, “## NOHIDNEUR =  ”, 

“## NETCOEFFS = ”, “## COEFFSW21 = ”, “## OFFSETS2  = ”,  

“## COEFFSW32 = ”, “## OFFSETS3  = ”, “## FQ_VALUE T= ”. 

2.9.3. KNN Classifier Format  

The KNN classifier is quite different from both previously described classifiers 

that is why it will be described thoroughly. Every classifier’s item (field) is pre-

ceded with a key word. Each key word (except “## CLASSEND”) begins with 

two pound signs “##” and ends with equal sign and blank space “= ”. The classi-

fier begins with “## CLASSNAME = ” and ends with “## CLASSEND”. First line 

contains classifier’s name, up to 11 symbols. This item and the next five begin on 

the line, where the keyword is, at position 16.  
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There follow the classifier comments field, 60 symbols, and on a new line - clas-

sifier type, 6 symbols. Classifier initials follow on the next line; they are up to 30 

symbols, and the information for the learning and validation sets (up to 60 sym-

bols) is on the next line. In the initials field there are two letters for the initials of 

the person who had created the classifier, the date and time of classifier creation. 

In the “## CLASSFILE = “ field are given the numbers of spectra in class 0 and 

class 1 of the learning (L0/1) and validation (V0/1) sets. 

The library name, 8 symbols, is on the next line. The correctness of this name is 

crucial for classifier performance, as well as the correctness of the next items – 

the number of library spectra (the size of spectral library), and the number of hits 

(the size of hitlist). Both numbers are given in I8 format. 

With the keyword “## CLASSLIM0 = ” begin (on the next line) (NH + 1) triples of 

the output variable, and the precision and recall as function of the former. This is 

for class 0. The same for class 1 is given after the keyword “## CLASSLIM1 = 

”. The program uses only the first two values: the recall’s values are given as an 

additional information to the user about classifier’s performance.  

Table 3.  An excerpt from a KNN classifier file. 

## CLASSNAME = p-benzene 
## COMMENTS  = para substituted benzene; KNN_CC 250 /250/50 
## CLASSTYPE = KNN_CC 
## CLASSINIT = PL: 12/12/2001 4:01:30 PM 
## CLASSFILE = L0/1 = 250; V0/1 = 250 
## LIBNAME   = IR13484  
## LIBSIZE   =    13484 
## NUMHITS   =       50 
## CLASSLIM0 =  
   0.000  100.00    0.00 
   0.020  100.00    0.00 
   0.040  100.00    0.00 
   ..................... 
   1.000   50.20  100.00 
## CLASSLIM1 =  
   0.000   50.00  100.00 
   ..................... 
   0.980  100.00    1.60 
   1.000  100.00    0.80 
## CLASSAFF  =  
     1    99999949999999999959499999999999999999999 299999999 
    51    99999999999999999999299999999949995999999 999994999 
   ..................... 
 13401    99999999999399949934939449949999999999999 999999995 
 13451    9995999999999999999199999999999999 
## CLASSEND 

The last classifier field is that of class affiliations. They begin after the keyword 

“## CLASSAFF  = ”, and have the following representation. The first number 
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on the line (I6 format) is not used by the program. It is given for the user, and 

shows the library spectrum’s number for which the first class affiliation is (num-

bers 0 to 5 and 9). There follow four empty spaces, and 50 class affiliations for 

50 library spectra. As can be seen from Table 3, the class affiliations for only 50 

spectra (compounds) are given per line. The class affiliations for the next 50 

spectra are given in the next line and so on. The numeric values of class affilia-

tions mean the following: 

0 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 0 and is included 

neither in the learning nor in the validation set; 

1 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 1 and is included 

neither in the learning nor in the validation set; 

2 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 0 and is from the 

learning set; 

4 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 0 and is from the 

validation set; 

3 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 1 and is from the 

learning set; 

5 - the corresponding spectrum (i.e. compound) is from class 1 and is from the 

validation set; 

9 - there is no information about the class affiliation of the spectrum. 

The class affiliations designated with numbers 0, 1, 4, 5 and 9 do not determine 

how the classifier is operating: only the positions of numbers 2 and 3 are impor-

tant. They determine the library numbers of spectra from the learning set: by the 

application of the classifier the unknown spectrum is searched in a library com-

posed only from spectra from this learning set. Presence of 9 instead of 0 or 1 

depends on the way the classifier is created (see the software section). 

3. Sample Files 

3.1. Perkin-Elmer JCAMP-DX Files of mixtures. All these spectra were re-

corded in Dept. Anal. Chem. At University of Plovdiv by the coworkers of Dr. 

Plamen Penchev. In brackets are given the v/v ratios.  

◊ A1000011.JCM - p-xylene + m-xylene (1:1)  

◊ A1000101.JCM - p-xylene + o-xylene (1:1)  
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◊ A1000110.JCM - m-xylene + o-xylene (1:1)  

◊ A1010001.JCM - p-xylene + i-propylbenzene (1:1)  

◊ A1010010.JCM - m-xylene + i-propylbenzene (1:1)  

◊ A1010100.JCM - o-xylene + i-propylbenzene (1:1)  

◊ FNB1IB1.JCM - n-butanol + i-butanol (1:1)  

◊ FNB1IB4.JCM - n-butanol + i-butanol (1:4)  

◊ FNB1IB9.JCM - n-butanol + i-butanol (1:9)  

◊ FNB4IB1.JCM - n-butanol + i-butanol (4:1)  

◊ FNB9IB1.JCM - n-butanol + i-butanol (9:1)  

◊ 1V2R.JCM – benzylacetone  

◊ 2V1R.JCM - ethyl-benzyl ketone 

◊ AIPBEN.JCM  - i-propylbenzene  

 

3.2. Classifiers Files. These are simple text files.  

◊ IR_AL_40.ICL - classifiers that use ANN and LDA met hods 

[5]. 

◊ ir_ann20.icl - classifiers that use ANN [5]: they a re 

subset of the upper. 

◊ ir_knn20.icl classifiers that use KNN method: they can 

not be used  with this version of the program because 

the Chemical Concept library of 13484 spectra [12] is 

not free, and we do not have rights to distribute i t 

with this software. 
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